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By Jonathan Sturak

Pendan Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 194 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x
5.3in. x 0.6in.Synopsis: Detective Brian Boise is about to embark on the biggest case of his career.
After being thrust into law enforcement on the footsteps of his father, Detective Boise finds himself
on the trail of a murder suspect he could never have imagined, the mysterious businessman, Trevor
Malloy. Trevor is an irresistible hitman with everything going for him, while Detective Boise is a
cutthroat detective going against the grain. These two men, both breadwinners and keystones of
their families, play a deadly game of cat-and-mouse. They are a contrast of each other and as their
game progresses, their worlds contort and the line between black and white blurs. If you like CSI
and Law and Order, then you will love A Smudge of Gray. Read the exciting new novel of 2012
today!Praise for A Smudge of Gray: A twist ending no one will see coming. M. Night Shyamalan take
note! - DV FilmworksJonathan Sturak is a psychological genius! - Goodreads MemberTrevor is a
villain you will love to hate! - SG PressIt would be difficult to imagine that Jonathan Sturaks novels
not being noted by screenwriters....
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any writer. This is for all those who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to find out.
-- Dominique Huel-- Dominique Huel

Extensive information! Its this type of excellent study. I have read and i am sure that i will gonna go through yet again once more down the road. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aliyah Mayer-- Aliyah Mayer
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